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David Archer
Note
An ammeter for measuring electric current.  The current flows through a coil, inducing a magnetic field in the needle.  The field attracts the attention of a pair of permenant magnets, the stronger the induced needle magnetic field, the stronger the needle's deflection by the permenant field.  

David Archer
Note
The defective needle has a magnetic field of its own.  So it gets pulled (deflected) even if there's no current flowing.    



David Archer
Note
A thermopile generates an electric current if the two sides of the device are at different temperatures.  

David Archer
Note
Named for Sir John Leslie who experimented with heat and infrared radiation.  The cube has four sides composed of different materials, such as polished metal or copper or paint, which had different emissivities.  The cube could be filled with warm or boiling water.  The different IR energy fluxes from the different materials could be clearly measured.  Here Tyndall is using a Leslie's cube as an IR source.  

David Archer
Note
It's not clear what the other side of the pile was attached to.  But the different IR fluxes to the sides generate a temperature contrast, which generates a current to be measured by the galvanometer.  

David Archer
Note
Tyndall is balancing the two sides of the thermopile so that they are nearly the same temperature.  A small change in the total IR flux becomes a large change in the temperature gradient at the thermopile.  



David Archer
Note
These are drying agents, dessicants, to remove water vapor from the air.  

David Archer
Note
A hotter infrared source generates more intense IR, but it also shifts the spectrum of the IR toward shorter wavelengths.  The absorbances may be somewhat different for IR generated at cooler Earth temperatures.  

David Archer
Note
Is this just a new name for the setup he has been describing?  

David Archer
Note
Caustic, what we now call base, removes CO2 by converting it to the soluble ions bicarbonate and carbonate (HCO3(-) and CO3(2-)).  The same technique is used today to remove CO2 from submarine air or smokestacks.  



David Archer
Note
Carbonic acid is CO2.  

David Archer
Note
The needle deflection angle of 1 degree (not to be confused with a temperature of 1 degree) appears to be an  instrument blank of some sort.  The ozone measurement contains a signal, over and above blank.  

David Archer
Note
This is the measurement when the differential system is unbalanced.  Assuming that the scale is linear, which we have already read is not really true beyond 30 degrees, Tyndall calculates the fraction of incident IR which is absorbed by the ozone.  



David Archer
Note
With the exception of CO2 if it is not removed from the air, these gases don't really absorb IR, but Tyndall was not giving up.  .  

David Archer
Note
ethylene, C2H4, comprised of two carbons double-bonded together, each hosting two hydrogens.  

David Archer
Note
This translates to about 0.03 atmospheres of pressure.  

David Archer
Note
diathermanous = transparent to infrared or IR inactive.  



David Archer
Note
One inch of pressure in Tyndall's usage translates to about 0.0026 atmospheres.  

David Archer
Note
The band saturation effect.  



David Archer
Note
Regular ethyl ether (CH3CH2OCH2CH3) could be produced by mixing sulfuric acid with ethyl alcohol.  It looks like this is what is meant here, rather than some sulfur-oxygen-sulfur compound.  



















David Archer
Note
The implications of Tyndall's measurements for Earth's climate.  

David Archer
Note
Or, Tyndall implies, it could be in principal that the IR absorption by the gases could be saturated, in which case changing the concentration of the gas would not change the climate.  

David Archer
Note
Tyndall is saying that because of interactions between molecules in liquids and solids, these phases tend to absorb and emit many different wavelengths of IR.  Gases, in contrast, are more choosy about the IR they interact with.  



David Archer
Note
These IR emission results are consistent with the IR absorbtion results from the first part of the paper.  This is a demonstration of Kirkhoff's law, that interaction between light and matter is a two-way street.  





David Archer
Note
Substitute "the electric field" for "the ether" and "is excited into an electromagnetic oscillation" for "swells into billows", and Tyndall would be correct.  He diagnosed the properties which subsequent theory would have to satisfy.  








